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a b s t r a c t
Analog circuits are one of the most important parts of modern electronic systems and the failure of
electronic hardware presents a critical threat to the completion of modern aircraft, spacecraft, and
robot missions. Compared to digital circuits, designing fault-tolerant analog circuits is a difﬁcult and
knowledge-intensive task. A simple but powerful method for robustness is a redundancy approach to
use multiple circuits instead of single one. For example, if component failures occur, other redundant
components can replace the functions of broken parts and the system can still work. However, there are
several research issues to make the redundant system automatically. In this paper, we used evolutionary computation to generate multiple analog circuits automatically and then we combined the solutions
to generate robust outputs. Evolutionary computation is a natural way to produce multiple redundant
solutions because it is a population-based search. Experimental results on the evolution of the low-pass,
high-pass and band-stop ﬁlters show that the combination of multiple evolved analog circuits produces
results that are more robust than those of the best single circuit.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The robustness of the system is one of the important issues
in knowledge-based systems [1] and there are several ways to
make them to be fault-tolerant [2]. First of all, the most widely
used method is to prepare redundant modules which replace the
original one in case of failure [3]. Although this is simple to be
implemented, the same redundant modules can be weak to the
same problem which gives damage to the original one. Also, they
need additional modules to detect the malfunction of each module and switch them. Secondly, if the faults are known a priori, we
can attempt to design specialized systems robust to the problems
[4]. However, this often requires much expert knowledge and computational power to design them because of its high complexity of
the design problems. Also, they are weak to the unknown problems.
Finally, unlike the two passive approaches, researchers try to build
active fault-tolerant systems which reconﬁgure themselves when
faults occur [5]. Although this is a promising approach, they are in
the early stage of development.
Analog circuits are one of the fundamental parts of modern
electro-mechanic systems. Although many analog electronic functions have been replaced with digital equivalents, there still exists
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a need to use analog circuits [6]. Analog circuit is still used to convert speech signals to digital signals, sensor signals are inputted to
microprocessors, and digital outputs are converted to analog signals. Moreover, although we call it as digital systems, all electronic
circuits are ultimately analog circuits [14].
The presence of robustness is vital when working with analog
circuits because there is usually a possibility of component failure
[6]. Physical damage, manufacturing faults, aging, radiation, temperature changes and power surges are possible reasons for such
failures. If the system is not fault-tolerant, there is a high possibility of radical performance degradation. Even worse, analog circuits
have been widely used for the autonomous systems working without the intervention of human operators in remote and hazardous
environments. In those cases, the failure of components results in
the signiﬁcant loss of systems. The purpose of fault-tolerant analog circuits is to maintain functioning even when these kinds of
component failures are experienced.
Because designing analog circuits is a difﬁcult, knowledgeoriented process which is not possible without training or
experience, there have been a lot of works about the automation of
the process, especially with evolutionary computation [7–9]. Evolutionary computation includes a set of methodologies mimicking
the natural evolution phenomena: genetic programming [10,11],
genetic algorithm [12], and evolution strategies [13]. Koza et al.
attempted to evolve analog circuits using genetic programming
(GP) based on minimal information about problems such as the
number of inputs and outputs [14]. Lohn and Colombano used
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linear representation with a genetic algorithm to evolve ﬁlter circuits which is relatively simpler than GP [18].
Although there have been several works on designing faulttolerant analog circuits with evolutionary computation, they have
focused on making a robust single circuit instead of exploiting
redundancy. Recently, Hu et al. evolved fault-tolerant ﬁlters using
genetic programming. These ﬁlters are robust to the changing
parameters of each component [16]. Hollinger and Gwaltney also
evolved fault-tolerant circuits for controlling robots using a genetic
algorithm (GA) [19]. In this work, they evolved a circuit that is
robust to component removal. Kim et al. evolved analog circuits
robust to partial short or disconnection damage to the components
and tested them physically [4].
In this paper, we argue that the evolutionary computation can
be useful to make robust analog circuits with redundancy. Redundancy is the key concept of fault-tolerant analog circuits because,
in general, redundant parts can replace or complement original
damaged parts. Evolutionary computation is a population-based
search method and maintains multiple redundant solutions. Since
it is possible to arrange redundant parts with different architectures
with evolutionary computation before system manufacturing, it is
expected that the original parts and redundant parts not fail simultaneously.
The redundancy is not a new method but, there are several
research topics to be solved for the use of the redundancy in analog
circuits. Is it possible to design redundant analog circuits automatically? If possible, how can you choose some of them and combine
them? To the best of our knowledge, there is no work addressing
those issues in the ﬁeld of analog circuits.
Evolutionary computation ﬁnds multiple redundant analog circuits and they are combined using weighted summing circuits
(averaging the outputs of multiple circuits) having an output which
is the average of the outputs of each circuit. Because of these redundant circuits, a fault in one circuit can be recovered from the other
circuits’ normal outputs. In this method, the key point is to prepare multiple redundant circuits with different properties. If the
members of the combined circuits are identical, they can suffer
from similar failures and the system cannot realize the beneﬁts
of synergism. The easiest way to maintain diversity in the population is to use tournament-based selection [20] which prevents few
individuals from dominating. In this paper, we used the tournament selection method with mutation-only evolution which allows
only one offspring per parent. In addition to the single population
approach (increasing the diversity within single population), we
propose a method to use multiple populations expecting higher
diversity than the single one.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method. At ﬁrst, the evolutionary algorithm
searches for multiple redundant analog circuits. The next step is to ﬁnd the best
ensemble of the circuits in terms of fault-tolerant property.

Following the recent work [4], we have used evolutionary computation to evolve ﬁlters, and multiple circuits are combined for
robustness (Fig. 1). The fault-tolerance levels of both evolved and
combined circuits are also tested by removing each component.
At each time, only one component is removed from the analog
circuits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the background including the research on evolving
normal and fault-tolerant analog circuits. Section 3 applies the
selective ensemble approach to the evolution process and presents
the multi-population approach. Section 4 describes the experimental results and analysis.
2. Related works
2.1. Fault-tolerant evolved digital circuits
Hartmann and Haddow show that the artiﬁcial evolution is able
to automatically generate digital circuit designs robust to noise
and faults [36]. They report that the evolved multiplier and adder
circuits show a graceful degradation to noise and failures. In the
work, they address the possibility to combine the evolved circuits
with traditional fault-tolerant schemes (classical redundancy techniques). The evolved circuits also provide valuable insight on the
design of fault-tolerant digital circuits.
Schnier and Yao propose a method to evolve diverse faulttolerant digital circuits using ﬁtness sharing method [31]. In their
work, they used negative correlation approach to make individuals

Table 1
Summary of related works on fault-tolerant analog circuits designed by evolutionary computation.
Reference

Fault types

Methods

Tasks

Kim et al. [4]

Partial short and disconnection
of one component
One component removal
Parameter variation
Open/close switch
One component removal
One component removal,
actuator failure
Extreme low temperature

ES

GA
GA
GA

Low-pass, high-pass,
band-pass, band-stop ﬁlters
Low-pass ﬁlter
Low-pass, high-pass ﬁlters
Analog multiplier, xnor gate
Compensator
Controller for piezoelectric
pipe-crawling robot
Half-wave rectiﬁer, nor gate,
controllable oscillator
Band elimination
Inverter, ampliﬁer, oscillator
Low-pass ﬁlter

ES

Low-pass ﬁlter, high-pass ﬁlter

Kim and Cho [23]
Hu et al. [16]
Keymeulen et al. [24]
Zebulum et al. [25]
Hollinger and Gwaltney [19]
Zebulum et al. [26]
Ando and Iba [27]
Layzell and Thompson [28]
Liu and He [34]
The proposed
ES, evolution strategy; GP, genetic programming.

Parameter variation
One transistor removal
Resistor stuck open capacitor
stuck short
One component removal

ES
GP
GA
GA
GA
GA
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of population as diverse as possible. After then, they try to combine
multiple digital circuits evolved to build fault-tolerant circuits. In
the digital circuit evolution, each circuit is represented as a grid
(7 × 7) of basic node functions (and, or, xor, nand and nor). They
used majority voting mechanism to combine the output of multiple
circuits.
Greenwood and Joshi compare the population-based and
correlation-based methods to evolve fault-tolerant digital circuitry
[35]. In their work, the test case is a 2 × 3 binary multiplier circuit. The two methods are evaluated by inserting stuck-at faults
at selected locations. A gate output is always one (stuck-at one) or
zero (stuck-at zero). They report that the correlation-based method
produces the small-size ensemble.
2.2. Fault-tolerant evolved analog circuits
Evolutionary computation can be used to design fault-tolerant
analog circuits automatically but requires high computational cost
(Table 1). It starts from randomly generated analog circuits and
tests the ﬁtness of each circuit based on the robustness to known
faults or damages. Based on the survival of the ﬁttest in natural
evolution, the circuits with high ﬁtness allow to producing more
offspring than others. In addition to the selection operation, there
are crossover and mutation operations to generate new offspring.
It continues this process until they converge or predeﬁned number
of generations. Although this is a feasible approach, its computational cost is very high. In the ﬁtness evaluation, it requires multiple
simulations of candidate circuits removing one component each
time.
There are several types of faults simulated in evolutionary faulttolerant analog circuit research. They can be classiﬁed into two
groups: Internal and external faults. In case of internal faults, there
are parameter variation, component removal, and switching problems. Although more than one component can be failed at the
same time, most works assumed that only one component can be
removed from the circuit at each time because of computational
cost. Unlike other works, Kim et al. deal with partial short and disconnection damage to components [4]. External faults are related
to the problems outside of the analog circuits. It includes damage
to the system (sensor, actuator and interface) and environmental
conditions (temperature and air pressure).
Hu et al. compared three representative approaches to evolve
fault-tolerant analog circuits using genetic programming [16]. They
are evolving analog ﬁlters using GP without incorporating a robustness criterion in the ﬁtness function, applying real parameter
genetic algorithm to tune the parameters of evolved ﬁlters for
robustness, and incorporating robustness criteria in the ﬁtness
function. They report that open-ended topology search by GP with
robustness criterion in the ﬁtness function is stronger to parameter
perturbations than that with parameter tuning alone. Hollinger and
Gwaltney evolved fault-tolerant analog circuits for a piezoelectric
pipe-crawling robot [19]. The goodness of the circuit with respect
to the robustness is measured by each circuit simulated with one
component removal. The ﬁtness value is the average of the multiple
simulations.
Compared to the digital circuit evolution, the analog circuit evolution is quite different. Unlike the basic node of digital circuit, the
analog component outputs real values (voltage level). Also, it is not
common to represent analog circuit in a grid. The negative correlation idea is possible because they deﬁned their circuit in the grid. In
this representation, it is possible to map one component in circuit
A to another component in circuit B if they are placed in the sample
coordination. Based on this assumption, it is possible to deﬁne the
dissimilarity between two analog circuits. In the context of analog
circuits, it is not trivial to map components in different circuits. Liu
and He apply the negative correlation approach to the evolution of

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method.

fault-tolerant analog circuit ensemble [34]. In their work, they evaluate the correlation-penalty term based on the outputs of analog
circuits. Table 2 summarizes the difference between the work and
our proposed method. For example, they use different algorithm to

Table 2
The comparison with Liu and He [34].

Evolutionary algorithm

Single/multi-population

Liu and He [34]

The proposed

Genetic
algorithm + negative
correlation
Multi-population

Evolution strategy

Ensemble formation

The combination of the
best circuit from each
run

Combination

Analog redundancy
model
Resistor stuck open,
capacitor stuck short

Fault types

Single and
multi-population
Searching for the best
fault-tolerant
ensemble (selective
ensemble)
A weighted summing
circuit
Component removal
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Fig. 3. Illustration of evolutionary process (initialization, mutation, evaluation and selection).

generate basic analog circuits, adopt differnent strategy to choose
members for the ensemble and combine them in a different way.
Recently, Kim et al. introduced the concept to use evolutionary
computation to generate multiple redundant analog circuits and
combine them to increase fault-tolerance [23]. In their work, they
did not incorporate the robustness of circuits in their ﬁtness function of evolution. This enables the quick convergence of evolution
and the discovery of high-quality analog circuits. After the evolution, the next step is to ﬁnd the best ensemble of evolved circuits
that is robust to faults. In this paper, we extended the previous work
by applying our method to several other tasks and improving the
ensemble search process.

3. Proposed method
The basic idea of the proposed method involved using multiple
redundant circuits with the summing circuit. Each circuit performed the same function and all are active. The circuits are evolved
using evolutionary computation and it is assumed that they all had
different architectures. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed
method. Important issues included the number of evolved circuits
for the ensemble system, the way of evolving each member circuit,
and the implementation of the summing circuit.

Among all possible ensembles of the P circuits (P is population size), the one with the highest fault-tolerance is selected. The
summing circuit is implemented by using an operational ampliﬁer
component. In this paper, there are 20 evolved circuits in the last
generation of the evolution. If we choose 3 circuits from them for
the ensemble, there are 20 C3 (1140) possibilities. The best ensemble is chosen from the exhaustive search of the 1140 possibilities
based on the fault-tolerance level of each ensemble.

3.1. Evolving analog circuits
Because the analog circuits have numerous topologies with realvalued parameters, it is not a trivial task to evolve them. Genetic
programming has been widely used to evolve analog circuits for
computational circuits [14], CMOS ampliﬁer [15], and ﬁlters [16].
Because of the complexity of GP, there are several researchers to
evolve analog circuits using genetic algorithm [17–19]. Especially,
Kim et al. and Gho and Li considered the practical implementation of evolved circuits from the simulation [4,17]. Recently, there
are new algorithms to design analog circuits by two-layer genetic
programming [21] and immune programming [22].
Genetic programming encodes the operations that are applied
to the embryonic circuits which is a starting point of the circuit
development. Although GP has been successful to evolve analog
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Fig. 4. An embryonic circuit for ﬁlter evolution (Z0 and Z1 are modiﬁable wire).

circuits for many different tasks, they require large population size
(for example, 32,000) and implementation is not easy. There are
many approaches to use genetic algorithm to evolve analog circuits
[18]. Because they use linear representation of analog circuit, it is
relatively simple to implement. However, the population size is still
large (18,000).
In this work, we adopted the evolution strategy approach that
uses only mutation to produce offspring with relatively small population size (20) [4]. It has been successfully used to evolve analog
circuits that are fault-tolerable to partial short and disconnection
damage. Also, they can generate analog circuits that are transferable to physical circuits with real components. Unlike GA with
roulette wheel selection, it adopts tournament-based selection
methods to increase the diversity of population. Because it uses
only mutations, it is relatively easy to implement and the representation of circuit is simple (see Fig. 3).
Step (1): Initialization: Initially, P analog circuits are randomly
generated. P is a population size. The embryonic circuit refers to the
starting point of the circuit development and it has voltage source
and ﬁxed resistors (Fig. 4). Each modiﬁable wire is replaced with
one new component. There are two types of components: inductor
(L) and capacitor (C). Their type and parameter values are randomly
determined. Fig. 5 shows an example of variable length representation of the analog circuit.
Step (2): Mutations (new P offspring): One component is randomly selected and one of eight different mutations is applied to
the component. The mutations are parameter change, type change,
parallel addition of a different type component, serial addition of
a different type component, component deletion, ground setting,
replacement, and adding a component. Mutations are as follows
(see Fig. 6).
• Parameter change: The component’s value is assigned as a new
randomly chosen value.
• Type change: The component type is swapped to a different one
randomly.
• Parallel addition of a different type component: A new component (with a different type) is added in parallel conﬁguration to
the component. The type and value of the new component is
randomly chosen.
• Serial addition of a different type component: Same as above
except the addition in serial conﬁguration.
• Component deletion: The component is removed from the circuit.
• Ground setting: The component is connected to the ground.
• Replacement: The component is replaced with a new component
(possibly of the same type).
• Adding a component: A new component bridges between two
randomly chosen wires (not identical wire).

Fig. 5. Representation of individual (analog circuit) in evolution strategy (numbers
assigned to the wire are node number).

Step (3): Circuit simpliﬁcation: It combines identical components in a serial or parallel conﬁguration into a single component.
It maintains the circuit size as small as possible.
Step (4): Fitness evaluation with a spice simulator [29] (ﬁtness
is deﬁned based on the similarity between actual and desired outputs). From 1 Hz to 100 kHz, the SPICE simulator performed an AC
small signal analysis. The frequency area is divided into ﬁve decades
and each decade is further divided into 20 parts (on a logarithmic
scale). Finally, the simulator checked the voltage of 101 points (61
points below 1 kHz, 5 points between 1 kHz and 2 kHz, and 35 points
above 2 kHz). The ﬁtness is calculated as follows.
Fitness =

1
Error

Error =

100


W (d(fi ), fi ) × d(fi )

i=0

The ﬁtness value is summed over 101 points. In the above equation, fi represents the frequency of the ith point, d represents the
difference between the target and observed values at the frequency
fi , and W represents the weight for the difference at the frequency
fi (based on [14]). If circuits could not be simulated in the SPICE
program, the ﬁtness of these circuits is 0.
Step (5): Selection (P individuals from 2P pool): The best P circuits are selected from 2P individuals (parents + offspring).
Step (6): Termination: It stops when the number of generation
is larger than the maximum number of generation.
3.2. Ensemble search for fault-tolerance
The circuits are combined using weighted summing circuits.
Fig. 7 shows a weighted summing circuit [30]. Input voltages are
deﬁned as v1 , v2 , . . ., vn . The output voltage v0 is deﬁned as follows.


0 = −

Rf
R1

1 +

Rf
R2

2 + ... +

Rf
Rn


n

The weights of each input voltage are adjusted using the resistors. If the resistor for each input voltage is the same as Rf , the
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Fig. 6. Mutation examples (PC, parameter change; PA, parallel addition; CD, component deletion; RM, replacement; TC, type change, SA, serial addition; GS, ground setting,
and AC, adding a component).
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Fig. 7. A weighted summing circuit.

weight is 1. If the weight is 1 for all input voltages, it is the average
of the input voltages. In this work, the average method is used.
It searches for the best fault-tolerant ensembles of circuits from
the last generation. Among the P circuits, we choose 3 circuits for
an ensemble and there are P C3 possibilities. The exhaustive search
is used to ﬁnd the best fault-tolerant ensemble from them. The
fault-tolerance level of each ensemble circuit is represented by ft.
The number of components (except the ﬁxed resistors and voltage
source) of the ensemble circuit is deﬁned as M. The error of the circuit by removing the ith component is deﬁned as error(i). Removing
a component results in an open circuit.
ft avg =

1

(1/M)

M
i=1

error(i)

× 100

Although the fault-tolerance measure is reasonable, it requires
huge number of simulations to ﬁnd the best ensemble. For example,
if the average number of components of ensemble is M, we need
n C3 M simulations (see Fig. 8).

In this paper, we proposed new deﬁnition of fault-tolerance
based on worst case analysis to accelerate the ensemble search
(Fig. 9). The fault-tolerance is deﬁned only based on the worst
performance of the ensemble circuit.
ft worst =

1
× 100
maxi=1,...,M(error(i))

Instead of simulating all component failure cases, if there is
no possibility that the ensemble can defeat the current best one,
it skips the remaining testing. In this way, we can speed up the
ensemble search process.
In this paper, we proposed multi-population approach to use
the results of multiple runs as a source of the fault-tolerant ensemble search (Fig. 10). It is expected that the circuits from multiple
runs are structurally more different than those from the single run.
First of all, we repeat the evolutionary run multiple times. From the
results of the evolution, we choose one best circuit from each run
based on their ﬁtness. For example, if the number of runs is thirty,

Fig. 8. An example of fault-tolerance evaluation of an ensemble (at each time, one component is removed from the ensemble and performance is measured. After testing all
removals, the fault-tolerance of the ensemble is measured based on the average (ft avg) or worst (ft worst) case analysis.).
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// Find an ensemble with the highest ft_worst

Table 3
Desired output response of three different ﬁlters.

// ft_worst_global : The current maximum ft_worst

Desired outputs

ft _ worst _ global = 0

For each nC3 possible ensemble circuits {

Low-pass ﬁlter

if(identical circuits in the ensemble exist) continue;
ft _ worst = 0

High-pass ﬁlter

For each component from the circuits in the ensemble{
Remove ith Component and Do Simulation Using Spice

Band-stop ﬁlter

1
1
if ( ft _ worst <
× 100) ft _ worst =
× 100
error (i )
error (i )
if ( ft _ worst < ft _ worst _ global ) Break Loop

// Speed Up

}
if ( ft _ worst > ft _ worst _ global ) ft _ worst _ global = ft _ worst }

4. Experimental results and discussion

The initial circuits are generated randomly and their structures
are dependent on the architecture of the embryonic circuit. In this
paper, the embryonic circuit contained two modiﬁable wires and
ﬁtness is evaluated using a SPICE simulator. The developed circuit is
converted into NETLIST, an input ﬁle for the SPICE program (Fig. 11).
The targets of evolution are low-pass, and high-pass ﬁlters with an
one-input, one-output circuit composed of capacitors and inductors. Table 3 summarizes the desired outputs for the three different
tasks. There are several parameters for these experiments (Table 4).
In this work, we have used WinSpice 1.05.07 by OuseTech
(downloadable as a binary executable from their website). Our
program generated an input ﬁle for the WinSpice and executed it

Output

1 kHz
2 kHz
∞
1 kHz
2 kHz
∞
100 Hz
10 KHz
∞

1V
Don’t care
0V
0V
Don’t care
1V
1V
0V
1V

Embryonic circuit

Fixed: VSOURCE, RSOURCE,
RLOAD modiﬁable: Z0 and Z1
wires

Voltage source
RSOURCE and RLOAD
SPICE simulator

2V
1 k
WinSpice (1.05.07) by
OuseTech [29] ﬁle I/O
interface in C++
20
300
0–10
Inductor: 0.1–105 , capacitor:
1–105
30

Population size
Maximum generation
Node number
Component value

4.1. Evolving analog circuits

To

0
1 kHz
2 kHz
0
1 kHz
2 kHz
0
100 Hz
10 KHz

Table 4
Parameters of experimentations (node means any point on a circuit where two or
more circuit elements meet).

Fig. 9. A pseudo code of the accelerated ensemble search.

there are thirty analog circuits. From the thirty analog circuits, the
ensemble search algorithm ﬁnds the best fault-tolerant ensemble.

From

# of runs

using a “system” function in C language. Each input ﬁle describes
circuit’s topology and component’s values together with analysis
commands for the SPICE. As a result, the SPICE produced an output ﬁle containing the output voltage of an analog circuit over
several different input frequencies ranged from 1 Hz to 100 kHz.
If the output response of the circuit is similar to the one that we
are looking for, it gets high ﬁtness value (reward) from the search
algorithm. For example, if the purpose of our work is to ﬁnd a lowpass ﬁlter circuit, the desired output might be 1 V in low frequency

Fig. 10. Multi-population approach.
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Fig. 11. An example of analog circuit represented as NETLIST and its output response (in the NETLIST, “R1 1 2 1.0K” means that the component R1 is located between node
1 and node 2 with 1.0 K value).

area and 0 V in high frequency area. The desired output is a target/ideal response which we are expecting from our analog circuits
automatically designed.
For comparison, fault-tolerant evolution (FT evolution) is used.
In the evolution, the ﬁtness function is ft worst. Because it requires
many simulations for each circuit to get the ﬁtness value, it is much
more time consuming than the normal evolution. Unlike the normal
evolution, the FT evolution can be trapped into local optima in the
early stage of evolution if it uses the same embryonic circuit. For
example, if a component in Z1 wire is removed (Fig. 4), the ft worst
might be the lowest one. This is the same situation for all circuits in
the early stage of evolution because it starts from an empty circuit
and growing the circuit continuously. To solve this problem, a new
embryonic circuit is proposed for the FT evolution (Fig. 12). It has
two parallel wires between the R0 and the R1.

Fig. 12. An embryonic circuit for FT evolution.

The results of the evolution are as follows. Fig. 13 shows the
progress of the evolution showing the error of the best circuit over
generations. Although the high-pass ﬁlter’s desired output is just
opposite to that of low-pass ﬁlter. The progress pattern is a bit different for the two tasks. For low-pass ﬁlter, it gradually improved
but the high-pass ﬁlter showed a bit radical improvement. Fig. 14
shows the best circuit’s diagram and output response. They have
relatively small number of components (8–10 components) to do
their tasks.

4.2. Ensemble search for fault-tolerance
The most important thing in our approach is to maintain different analog circuits in the last generation. This minimizes the
probability that one or more circuits fail simultaneously in the
ensemble. Fig. 15 shows the change of diversity (the number of
unique analog circuit in the population) over generation. It is
natural that the diversity of population goes down because of
the domination of successful solutions. The tournament selection prohibits quick dominance of the most successful one unlike
roulette-wheel selection. By ignoring the ensemble with identical
members, its search space can be reduced. We compared NETLIST
of two circuits to decide whether they are the same circuit or not.
Table 5 summarizes the error and fault-tolerance of both
approaches. The ensemble showed an acceptable ﬁtness performance and the best for the fault-tolerance measure. The
fault-tolerance level showed signiﬁcant improvement compared
to the single circuit. With regard to the fault-tolerance level, every
ensemble with four circuits performed better than the single circuit. In the fault-tolerance evolution, the fault-tolerance level of
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Table 5
Summary of statistics (average of 30 runs, standard error).
Single best circuit
Low-pass ﬁlter
Error (↓)
ft avg (↑)
ft worst (↑)
High-pass ﬁlter
Error (↓)
ft avg (↑)
ft worst (↑)
Band-stop ﬁlter
Error (↓)
ft avg (↑)
ft worst (↑)

Ensemble (4 circuits)

Multi-population ensemble
(4 circuits)

FT evolutiona

4.896 ± 0.445
0.949 ± 0.088
0.136 ± 0.011

4.877 ± 0.448
5.935 ± 0.698
0.532 ± 0.044

3.401
11.982
0.642

113.352 ± 9.301
1.174 ± 0.075
0.932 ± 0.043

5.376 ± 0.923
1.357 ± 0.140
0.324 ± 0.049

5.403 ± 0.924
6.776 ± 0.728
1.263 ± 0.147

1.368
9.408
1.118

80.634 ± 8.733
1.641 ± 0.044
1.620 ± 0.046

122.109 ± 2.892
0.322 ± 0.028
0.171 ± 0.014

122.589 ± 2.834
0.649 ± 0.022
0.468 ± 0.009

99.992
0.924
0.538

226.771 ± 12.083
0.437 ± 0.020
0.388 ± 0.018

The best obtained result for each measure is highlighted in bold font.
a
The ﬁtness function in the FT evolution is similar to the one used in [19]. It simulates each circuit once with each circuit component removed. Worst case analysis is used
to measure the robustness of the circuit from these runs.

each circuit is used as a ﬁtness function. It showed that the faulttolerance evolution fails to produce successful analog circuits.
In case of error and ft avg, multi-population ensemble is the
best among several alternatives. The ensemble approach always
outperforms the single best circuit. FT evolution produces the best
ft worst circuits for low-pass and high-pass ﬁlters. However, the
circuits from the FT evolution show poor performance if there is no
damage.
Table 6 shows the acceleration of exhaustive ensemble search.
By ignoring the ensembles with the identical analog circuits, it signiﬁcantly reduces the search space. Also, it is possible to minimize
the number of evaluations by introducing the ft worst measure.
Gain ratio is about 15–30. In case of ensembles with 2 members
(low-pass ﬁlter), the new acceleration method needs 40 s to ﬁnd
the best ensemble, however, the method without the acceleration
records 382 s. The new method is about 10 times faster than the
previous one.
Table 7 shows the comparison with negatively correlated
ensemble of evolved analog circuits proposed by Liu and He [34].
In their approach, the original ﬁtness of each circuit is modiﬁed
by adding the negatively correlated penalty (the  = 0.5). The best
circuit from each run of negatively correlated evolution is combined to produce the ﬁnal outcome. The evolved circuits from the
approach are good when there is no fault. However, their averaged
fault-tolerance value is smaller than the one from our approach.
4.3. Discussion
Digital circuit’s output is binary and it is possible to combine
their outputs using majority voting method. However, this is not
Table 6
Comparison of computational cost.
# of SPICE simulation
without acceleration (A)
Low-pass ﬁlter 23,402 ± 9467
High-pass ﬁlter 36,438 ± 10,257
Band-stop ﬁlter 93,574 ± 27,606

# of SPICE simulation
with acceleration (B)

Gain (A/B)

1604 ± 416
2431 ± 778
2778 ± 703

14.58
14.98
33.68

Table 7
Comparison with previous work [34] (low-pass ﬁlter).

Fig. 13. The error of the best circuits over generation (averaged over 30 runs, standard error bar is included).

Error (↓)
ft avg (↑)
ft worst (↑)

Ensemble (4
circuits)

Multi-population
ensemble (4
circuits)

Negatively correlated
ensemble [34] (4
circuits)

4.877 ± 0.448
5.935 ± 0.698
0.532 ± 0.044

3.401
11.982
0.642

3.608
3.396
0.642

The best obtained result for each measure is highlighted in bold font.
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Fig. 14. Circuit diagram and output response of the best circuits.
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Fig. 16. The relationship between the ensemble size and the fault-tolerance (lowpass ﬁlter).

the genetic algorithm maintains multiple candidates at the same
time, it has strong global search capability. For comparison, we
implemented a simple greedy-style optimization algorithm using
the eight mutation operators proposed in this paper. At ﬁrst, one
random circuit is generated. If the number of components in the
random circuit is two, there are total 16 possible mutations (two
components × eight mutations). Among them, we choose the mutation which improves the performance best. This process continues
until the maximum number of SPICE simulation reaches. For comparison, we ran the greedy-style algorithm for the low-pass ﬁlter
with the same computational constraints. The error rate of the ﬁnal
circuit by the greedy algorithm is 19.565914 and about ﬁve times
worse than the evolutionary algorithms used in this paper.

5. Conclusions and future works

Fig. 15. The diversity of population goes down over generation.

easy for analog circuits. It is the reason that we choose the weighted
sum method to combine multiple analog circuits.
In this work, we use the evolutionary algorithm with eight
mutations and tournament selection. Although this mechanism can
generate different analog circuits, the difference between their parents and the children is not big because only mutation operator
is used. It is interesting to invent crossover operations for analog
circuits.
The size of ensemble is one of the important parameters in our
experimentations. In our work, we use four members for ensembles. It is based on the initial investigation on low-pass ﬁlters
(Fig. 16). If possible, it is better to minimize the ensemble size
because the number of components in the ensemble is proportionate to the size of ensemble.
Optimizing analog circuit is not a trivial problem because it
has to optimize both topology and values of components. Because

In this work, we have proposed an ensemble of evolved circuits
with a weighted summing circuit. It is shown that the combination of the analog circuits evolved performed well when removing
components. Furthermore, the ensemble also performed quite well
when there is no component failure. In general, this will allow
designers to make fault-tolerant redundant circuits automatically.
For diversity, tournament selection is used [32]. Because we use
the exhaustive search for ensemble optimization, time complexity is one of the important issues. In this paper, we enhanced the
search speed by ignoring ensembles with identical members and
adopting fault-tolerance based on the worst case analysis.
Although we can generate different analog circuits with the
tournament selection and mutation operators, their difference is
not big as expected. It is more convenient and natural to use speciation and niching methods for evolution [33]. For this purpose, in
future work we will devise a method for measuring the similarities
between two circuits in the phenotype and genotype levels. Also,
the weights of each redundant circuit can be adjusted according to
characteristic of the circuit.
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